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Abstract

1. Digital images are an intuitive way to capture, store and analyze organismal phenotypes. Many biologists are taking images to collect high-dimensional phenotypic information from specimens, which are key to investigating complex ecological, evolutionary and developmental phenomena, such as relationships between trait diversity and ecosystem function, multivariate natural selection, or developmental plasticity. As a consequence, images are being collected at ever increasing rates, but extraction of the contained phenotypic information still poses a veritable analytical bottleneck.

2. \textit{phenopype} is a high throughput phenotyping pipeline for the programming language Python that aims at alleviating this bottleneck. The package facilitates immediate extraction of high dimensional phenotypic data from laboratory grade digital images with low levels of background noise and complexity. At the core, phenopype provides functionality for rapid signal processing based image preprocessing and segmentation, followed by trait extraction, visualization and numerous options for data export. The functionality is provided by wrapping low-level Python computer vision libraries (e.g. OpenCV) into accessible functions, facilitating their incorporation into scientific image analysis workflows. In addition, \textit{phenopype} provides a project management ecosystem to further simplify rapid data collection and to increase reproducibility.
3. *phenopype* offers two different workflows that support users during different stages of scientific image analysis. The low-throughput workflow uses regular Python syntax and has greater flexibility at the cost of reproducibility, which is suitable for prototyping during the initial stage of a research project. The high-throughput workflow allows users to specify and store image-specific settings for analysis in human-readable YAML format, and then execute all functions in one step by means of an interactive parser. This approach facilitates rapid program-user interactions during batch processing, and greatly increases scientific reproducibility.

4. Overall, *phenopype* intends to make the features of powerful but technically involved low-level CV libraries available to biologists with little or no Python coding experience. Therefore, *phenopype* is aiming to augment, rather than replace the utility of existing Python CV libraries, allowing biologists to focus on rapid and reproducible data collection. Furthermore, image annotations produced by *phenopype* can be used as training data, thus presenting a stepping stone towards the application of deep learning architectures.

1 Introduction

Digital imaging has become one of the most widespread methods to study phenotypes in ecological and evolutionary research (Lürig et al., 2021; Pennekamp & Schtickzelle, 2013; Roeder et al., 2012). Produced by a myriad of devices such as digital cameras, scanners and microscopes, high resolution images capture a variety of internal, external or behavioral characteristics of organisms. In some cases, analysis of digital images replaced manual tasks, e.g. when using landmarks instead of manual calipers. Additionally, biologists are using images to draw a more complete picture of organismal phenotypes, e.g. through the analysis of colour (Ezray et al., 2019) and shape (Church et al., 2019), by tracing complex
behavior (Dell et al., 2014; Manoukis & Collier, 2019), or by capturing microbial diversity (French et al., 2018; Zackrisson et al., 2016). Such data driven approaches bring the field closer to characterizing the phenome, i.e. the phenotype as a whole (Soulé, 1967), and help tracing causal links between phenotypes, genotypes and environmental conditions (Houle et al., 2010). In consequence, digital images are being collected at ever increasing rates, which has outpaced our ability to extract and analyze the phenotypic information contained within.

Computer vision (CV), the automated extraction and processing of information from digital images, has great potential to reduce image analysis as an analytical bottleneck in ecological and evolutionary research (Høye et al., 2021; Lürig et al., 2021; Weinstein, 2018). CV has already transformed data collection in various fields of research, such as medicine (Gao et al., 2018), remote sensing (Marmanis & Wegner, 2016), or material sciences (DeCost & Holm, 2015). In ecological and evolutionary research, however, software for CV is still only infrequently used to analyze image datasets (Lürig et al., 2021; Weinstein, 2018). Potential hurdles may lie in tradeoffs between flexibility and scalability on the one hand, and ease of use on the other hand. For instance, standalone toolboxes with a graphical user interface (GUI) such ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012) or ilastik (Berg et al., 2019) are often preferred, because they offer a relatively broad range of CV-functions and machine learning capabilities while still being user friendly. However, batch analysis of larger image datasets is typically more convenient and efficient from within a high level programming language, such as Python, which has native file handling and array computing capabilities, as well as state-of-the art CV libraries. Yet, implementing an image analysis workflow from scratch often requires considerable technical knowledge, is specific to a given project or study system, and typically comes without even basic GUI functionality.

Here I introduce the Python package phenopype, which is a high throughput image analysis pipeline that allows ecologists and evolutionary biologists to extract high dimensional phenotypic data from digital images with little background noise. phenopype
resolves the aforementioned tradeoff by combining a rich (and further expandable) collection of CV functions implemented in Python for high throughput image analysis with basic GUI functionality. As a semi-manual method (Lürig et al., 2021) it allows users to step into an otherwise fully automatic workflow to correct for little differences between images and specimens. phenopype also comes with an efficient file and project management ecosystem to facilitate rapid data collection: all settings for image analysis are stored along with processed images and results, so that the acquired phenotypic information becomes highly reproducible. Overall, phenopype is aiming to augment, rather than replace the utility of existing Python CV libraries. Put differently, phenopype does neither intend to be an exhaustive library of granular image processing functions, like OpenCV or scikit-image, nor a purely GUI-based toolkit like ImageJ, but instead, it is a set of wrappers and convenient management tools that allows biologists to focus on rapid and reproducible data collection.

2 Implementation

2.1 Capabilities and limitations

phenopype is intended for the rapid extraction of trait data from digital images with low to moderate amounts of background noise, typically produced under laboratory conditions. Specifically, the specimens to be phenotyped should be photographed against a background with relatively constant colour and brightness (e.g., tray, petri-dish, microscope slide, scanner, etc.). This is because phenopype, in its current implementation, uses signal processing for segmentation; the process of splitting all pixels into foreground (objects of interest) and background (all remaining pixels). The advantages of this segmentation approach are that no GPU or training data are needed, and that all user interactions occur near-instantaneously (depending on image size and CPU power). Furthermore, users can filter out noise through various preprocessing steps (e.g. blur-kernels, morphology operations or masking), or correct flawed segmentation results with an interactive
"paint-brush". This makes **phenopype** especially suitable for tasks that involve the counting of specimens, shape measurements (up to 41 shape features), the extraction of colour intensities and texture from different colour channels (up to 120 texture features per channel), and movement recognition. For an overview of **phenopype**'s capabilities, refer to the examples shown on the project homepage ([https://mluerig.github.io/phenopype/](https://mluerig.github.io/phenopype/)) and to section 4.

### 2.2 Package dependencies

**phenopype** (2.1.0) is implemented in Python 3.7. It relies on the Python Standard Library and several external dependencies, which are also downloaded during package installation (Fig. 1). Since images are represented as multidimensional arrays in Python, the **numpy** library (Harris et al., 2020) is needed to for basic array handling and computing capabilities. The OpenCV library ([Bradski, 2000](https://opencv-python.readthedocs.io/en/latest/)), implemented through the **opencv-python** package serves as the main backend for most image processing and analysis functionality (contained in the core modules), and for basic image I/O utility functions (Fig. 1A). Furthermore, **phenopype** uses the **pyradiomics** library (van Griethuysen et al., 2017) for the extraction of texture features. **phenopype** serves as a wrapper for **opencv-python** and **pyradiomics**, whose CV functions operate on a low level and thus require some basic checks and preparation steps, which are covered by the **phenopype** functions (Fig. 1B). The **ruamel.yaml** package is used to load and parse user modifications, and **watchdog**, a package that detects changes to files, is used to provide an interactive user experience while modifying YAML files.

### 2.3 Package API

The complete API (Application Programming Interface) is available online through the **phenopype** docs ([https://mluerig.github.io/phenopype/](https://mluerig.github.io/phenopype/)), but a brief overview is given here (also see Fig. 2-3):
● The project management class (Project) and its methods (e.g., add_files, add_config, collect_results, etc.) are intended to systematically select images on the harddrive and load them into an organized folder structure.

● Various utility functions for loading, inspecting and saving images (e.g., load_image, show_image, save_image, etc.).

● The five image analysis core modules (preprocessing, segmentation, measurement, visualization, export), with low-level CV tools from the opencv-python library wrapped into convenient functions (see Fig. 1B for a schematic). Some of these functions open a graphical user interface (GUI).

● The Pype class is an interactive parser, translating user instructions stored in YAML into Python code (see section 3.3 and Fig. 3C for details).

3 Getting started with phenopype

3.1 Installation and setup

To establish a Python 3.7 environment and to ensure the proper installation of all dependencies, the use of a Python environment manager is highly recommended (e.g., Anaconda). After setting up an environment, phenopype can be installed from the Python Package Index (PyPI; https://pypi.org/project/phenopype/) with pip install phenopype. Lastly, a text editor capable of opening YAML files (without locking them) needs to be installed and selected as the default program.

3.2 Working with phenopype

In phenopype, users can choose between “low-throughput” and “high-throughput” workflows, each of which accommodate the different stages in the process of scientific image analysis. Early during an ongoing experiment or a survey, when images are first evaluated on the computer screen, scientific image analysis can be a highly iterative process that may require
frequent user input to preprocess and segment images, and then evaluate the obtained results. This may be faster and more intuitive with the low-throughput workflow, which allows inspection of the modified arrays and annotations in Python. Later, when the best functions and appropriate settings are found and rapid data collection has priority, image analysis should be seamless and with minimal user input for maximal throughput, but also with maximal scientific reproducibility, which is ensured with the high-throughput workflow.

3.2.1 Low-throughput workflow

In the low-throughput workflow, images are loaded as arrays using the utility functions, and then processed and analyzed using CV functions from the five core modules are called in Python (Fig. 2B). This allows users to interact with arrays directly, which is providing a good sense of which function is doing what and likely a good starting point for people with no prior exposure to the concepts of computer vision. However, this also means that settings need to be modified for each image separately, which makes this workflow inconvenient for larger datasets.

3.2.2 High-throughput workflow

Here, instead of coding each function for each image, the entire workflow is stored in human readable YAML format and can be called by a special interactive parser class (Pype class; Fig. 2C, Fig. 3). This dramatically reduces user input, and is thus suitable for the processing of larger datasets (100s - 1000s of images) using a simple for loop (Fig. 3C). To further support batch processing, phenopype provides convenient project management functions to store and organize raw image data, YAML configurations, and results in a directory tree (Project class; Fig. 3).

3.2.3 Video analysis

phenopype also includes a video analysis module which allows segmentation of video frames using foreground-background subtraction algorithms. Such algorithms first determine
what constitutes the background by detecting static pixels over a range of frames, and then
determine foreground by identifying pixels of objects that deviate from the background model
through movement. The video module, although fully functional and with complete
documentation, is currently only weakly integrated into the different phenopype workflows,
and is listed here only for completeness.

4 Feature demonstration

phenopype can be used to extract a wide array of organismal traits, particularly those related
to external shape and texture, and it has already proven its effectiveness by producing large
amounts of phenotypic data for two peer reviewed publications (Lürig et al., 2019; Lürig &
Matthews, 2021). Here I demonstrate some of phenopype’s key features and provide some
eamples of different types of trait data that can be extracted. The following paragraphs
correspond to the panels in Fig. 4. More extensive examples with code can be found in the
online documentation (https://mluerig.github.io/phenopype/):

A) Counting snails: Counting small organisms in the laboratory is a task that has good
potential to be solved automatically with CV. Here, phenopype was used to count
freshwater snails (Potamopyrgus antipodarum), and measure their body size, shape
and pigmentation. This was achieved through consecutive use of threshold (to
segment black snails from white background), and watershed algorithms (to separate
snails that are touching each other). Small fecal pellets are filtered from the detected
foreground (the green contours) using blur kernels and a size cutoff. Corrections for
the gradient of brightness in the image are conducted by comparing each specimen
to the background within its bounding box.

B) Stickleback landmarks and armor plating: Functional morphology of organisms is
often measured by placing landmarks at specific points, but variation in continuous
phenotypic traits like shape or area are difficult to quantify manually because they are
too complex or have no underlying assumption of homology. In this example, the traits of interest are contained in 22 landmarks that were set with phenopype across the anterior half of a threespine stickleback (*Gasterosteus aculeatus*), which was stained with alizarin red. In addition, the number, area and extension of armor plating was measured as a continuous trait: first, a mask was set around the posterior region that contains the plates, then the red colour channel of the image, which contained the highest signal-to-noise ratio, was thresholded.

C) **Venation patterns in damselfly wings**: Here, phenopype was used to measure the spacing, angles, and connectivities within the wing tissue of an adult damselfly (*Ischnura elegans*). Because the venation within the wing has an extremely high signal-to-noise ratio, a single thresholding algorithm could be used without further preprocessing. The full hierarchy of foreground contours was resolved: the outer perimeter of the whole wing (in green) and all domains within the wing (in red).

D) **Isopod movement in response to predation**: In this example, the goal was to track the movement of freshwater isopods (*Asellus aquaticus*) in response to presence, absence and activity of a predator (*G. aculeatus*). The output of the phenopype’s video tracking module is a time series of coordinates that correspond to the trajectories of predator and prey. In addition, the foreground-background subtraction algorithm produces a binary segmentation mask for every frame. This allows the detection of pigmentation and body size of every isopod, and thus the sequence in which the fish consumed differently pigmented and sized specimens.

E) **Phytoplankton cell shape and fluorescence**: A plate reader produced bright-field and fluorescence emission images of freshwater phytoplankton communities (shown here is *Pediastrum sp.*). Here the goal was to measure the shape (cell morphology) and texture (fluorescence intensity) of cells. This was done in a two step process: first, the brightfield image was thresholded to detect the boundary contours of the cell.
Then, the contours were used as a stencil on images of different fluorescence channels that capture variation in three pigments (chlorophyll, phycoerythrin, phycocyanin), measuring intensities within the contour of the cell.

F) **Automatic reference card detection**: Even in highly standardized laboratory environments, there are often slight variations in camera exposure and zoom that may affect the outcome of measurements and extracted traits. To automate the time consuming task of correcting for size ratio and brightness variation, *phenopype* provides a suite of performant image registration algorithms (Tareen & Saleem, 2018) to detect reference cards within images, and automatically correct size and colour histograms of that image. This can be done on a project wide scale, where first a template is created, and then detected in every following image.

### 5 Discussion and outlook

With *phenopype* I have presented a novel approach for rapid, reproducible and user-friendly extraction of phenotypic data from digital images. Its main innovation lies in making low level CV-functions more accessible through wrappings and markup language that is both human and machine readable: by using YAML configuration files instead of Python code users can assemble functions in manifold ways to address the specifics of their study organism, while maintaining cross-platform compatibility and achieving complete reproducibility. Together with a simple GUI and a convenient project management ecosystem, this approach provides a seamless workflow for larger image datasets. Initially, users may take some time to learn and understand the approach. Here the low-throughput workflow can serve as an easy introduction to computer vision in Python. In the long run, the initial time investment will pay off, as tedious and repetitive tasks are eliminated with the high-throughput workflow, which should save a lot of time during image analysis and project organization.
*phenopype* provides CV functions that are based on signal processing, which work instantaneously (i.e. they don't require any training), have lower technical hurdles (no GPU required), and are less complex to implement, but are prone to higher levels of background noise and convolution. Therefore, the package is intended as a pipeline for scientific photography dedicated to phenotyping, where by default great care is taken to minimize levels of background noise. While for this purpose machine learning is typically not needed to achieve good segmentation, it moreover is often not even possible, because training data, sufficient time, or GPU-hardware appropriate for deep learning are lacking (Lürig et al., 2021). For cases without these constraints, with very large datasets, or with high levels of noise, recent innovative Python machine learning toolkits like *ml-morph* (Porto & Voje, 2020) or *sashimi* (Schwartz & Alfaro, 2021) are recommended alternatives.

Regardless of potential constraints or scope of the research, *phenopype*, may serve as a stepping stone towards such machine learning approaches, because it produces foreground masks as a “byproduct” and thus provides labelled training datasets, which are an increasing bottleneck for deep learning approaches (Sun et al., 2017). In the long term and with the help and feedback of the CV community, a deep learning workflow could even be integrated to *phenopype*: on the one hand, Python, specifically the OpenCV library that *phenopype* is using as a backend, already comes with a suite of state-of-the-art deep learning implementations, which are frequently updated with the most cutting edge algorithms (such as Mask-RCNN (Abdulla, 2017)). On the other hand, *phenopype*’s modular architecture facilitates the inclusion of current and future advances within the highly dynamic field of scientific CV.
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Figure captions

Figure 1 - Schematic of the package design. A) The public API provides access to project management and utility functions (e.g. for loading and saving images), the core modules, which contain all image processing functions, and the Pype class, which is an interactive parser used in the high-throughput workflow (see section 3.2.2). B) phenopype does not supply its own technical basis for image analysis, but instead “wraps” existing low level computer vision functions, for example, from the opencv-python and pyradiomics libraries, into convenient functions that perform all necessary checks and conversions, thereby facilitating ease of use, as less coding is required from the user side. Here, a schematic for such a wrapper function (threshold function from the segmentation module) is given to exemplify how external libraries are integrated into phenopype.

Figure 2 - An exemplified computer vision task in phenopype to measure the number, area and shape of bony armor plating in a stained specimen of threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus). Shown are visual feedback (A) from low-throughput (B) and high-throughput workflow (C), which use the same computer functions, but differ in the way these functions are called by the user: while in the low-throughput workflow all functions have to be explicitly coded in Python, the high-throughput routine parses the functions from human readable YAML files to facilitate rapid user interaction and increase reproducibility (see section 3.2 for details on both workflows). Image taken by Angelina Arquint.

Figure 3 - Flow chart of the high-throughput workflow in phenopype. A) First a Project class is initialized, yielding the class object “my_proj”. Then, using the class method add_files, a directory tree is be created where all relevant files are stored B) Next a configuration file in YAML format is created and stored within each folder of the phenopype directory tree using
class method add_config. Users can choose between one of several configuration templates for different cases (e.g., counting landmarking, colour scoring, or shape measurement, and more). C) The Pype class in a for loop will trigger a series of events for each image directory provided by the loop generator: i) open the contained yaml configuration with the default OS text editor, ii) parse and execute the contained functions from top to bottom, iii) open a GUI window and show the processed image. Once the Pype class has finished executing all functions from the configuration file, users can decide to either modify the opened configuration file (e.g. either change function parameters or add new functions), which will trigger to run the Pype class again, or to close the GUI window, which will terminate the Pype class instance and save all results to the folder. By including the Pype class in a simple Python for-loop with all project folders, users can continue with this procedure throughout the entire project dataset, eliminating the need to manually open, close or save any of the images. D) When all images have been analyzed, the obtained results are obtained from each project folder with the class method collect_results, and store them in a new folder in the project root directory for further analysis in their favorite statistical environment.

Figure 4 - Demonstration of major phenopype features (the panels correspond to the paragraphs in section 4). A) Counting and measuring freshwater snails (Potamopyrgus antipodarum; image by Jukka Jokela). B) Landmarking and armor plate measurement in threespine stickleback (Gasterosteus aculeatus; image by Dominique Stalder). C) Quantifying venation patterns in damselfly wings (Ischnura elegans; image by Masahito Tsuboi). D) Tracking predator prey interactions between stickleback (G. aculeatus) and freshwater isopods (Asellus aquaticus; video shot by Kim Kaltenbach). E) Extracting shape and fluorescence traits from phytoplankton cells (Pediastrum sp.; image by Irene Gallego). F) Automatic detection of reference cards in images using phenopype (image by Dominique Stalder).
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B) Internals of a phenopype function (schematic)

*phenopype.core.segmentation.threshold(*
image, method, value, blocksize, constant, channel, mask*)

Check image datatype and dimension:
- a) If multichannel, select a specific channel (provided by channel [e.g. gray or RGB])
- b) If checks fail, abort

Apply a flavor of opencv-python’s thresholding function (**method** = "binary", "otsu", or "adaptive"):
- a) cv2.threshold("binary", value)
- b) cv2.threshold("otsu")
- c) cv2.adaptiveThreshold("adaptive", blocksize, constant)

If provided, combine binary mask annotations with thresholded image to include or exclude areas

Return thresholded image as binary mask (Fig. 2A-iii)
A) Visual feedback from phenopype

```python
import phenopype as pp

## (i) start
image = pp.load_image("tutorials/images/stickle1.jpg")

## (ii) preprocessing
mask = pp.preprocessing.create_mask(image,
    tool="polygon", label="mask1")
img_blur = pp.preprocessing.blur(image,
    kernel_size=9)

## (iii) segmentation
img_bin = pp.segmentation.threshold(img_blur,
    method="adaptive", blocksize=99,
    constant=5, channel="red", mask=mask)
contours = pp.segmentation.detect_contour(
    img_bin, retrieval="ext", min_area=150)

## (iv) measurement
shapes = pp.measurement.shape_features(contours)

## (iv) visualization
canvas = pp.visualization.select_canvas(image,
    canvas="raw")
canvas = pp.visualization.draw_contour(canvas,
    annotation=contours)
canvas = pp.visualization.draw_mask(canvas,
    annotation=mask)
pp.show_image(canvas)

## export
pp.export.save_annotation(mask, annotation_id="a")
pp.export.save_annotation(contours, annotation_id="a")
pp.export.save_image(canvas, name="stickle1_res", overwrite=True)
```

B) Low-throughput workflow

```python
import phenopype as pp

pp.Pype("tutorials/images/stickle1.jpg", name="demo_v1",
    config="config.yaml")
```

C) High-throughput workflow

```
processing_steps:
- preprocessing:
    - create_mask:
        - tool: polygon
    - blur:
        - kernel_size: 9
- segmentation:
    - threshold:
        - method: adaptive
        - blocksize: 99
        - constant: 5
        - channel: red
    - detect_contours:
        - retrieval: ext
        - min_area: 150
- measurement:
- visualization:
    - select_canvas:
    - canvas: raw
    - draw_contour
    - draw_mask
- export
- save_annotations
- save_canvas:
    - overwrite: true
```

Content of config.yaml:
A) Automatically organize images into directory tree

```python
my_proj = pp.Project
my_proj.add_files()
```

B) Add individual YAML config file to each image

```yaml
config.yaml
create_mask
blur
threshold
detect_contour
shape_features
select_canvas
draw_contour
draw_mask
save_annotation
save_image
...```

C) Apply the `Pype` class and all its steps (i-iii) to each image

```python
for folder in my_proj.dirpaths:
    pp.Pype(folder, name="v1")
```

D) Bundle results; run again; try different configurations

```python
my_proj.collect_results()
```

JSON / CSV